
SO EFFICIENT,
YOU’LL BE 
LOOKING FOR 
NEW WAYS TO FILL 
YOUR SPARE TIME.

mdMAPPER
1000DG



NO GROUND 
CONTROL POINTS, 
LESS SIDELAP, MORE 
PRODUCTIVITY.

mdMAPPER
1000DG

Master your geospatial data by putting direct georeferencing 

to work for you. With  mdMapper1000DG, you’ll achieve the 

highest level of data accuracy  currently possible using fewer 

ground control points – or no ground control points at all. 

Conquer large projects in a fraction of the time.  

Meet the most precise data requirements and cover more 

ground in one flight. mdMapper1000DG will help you 

deliver unparalleled data quality in less time.



Calling this solution a game-changer is no exaggeration. 

The reduced/eliminated need to install ground control 

points, low sidelap, and industry-leading flight times add up 

to significant time (and, therefore, cost) savings.  

Below is an example comparison of a surveying project 

completed using two different mdMapper packages: 

mdMapper1000, which uses aerial triangulation, and 

mdMapper1000DG, which uses direct georeferencing.

As you can see in the image on the right, the direct 

georeferencing solution’s lower front and side lap resulted 

in the UAV’s ability to cover more ground more quickly 

when compared with the aerial triangulation solution on 

the left. The chart below shows the actual amount of time 

spent and number of images taken.

Workflow Task mdMapper1000 1000DG Difference

Plan Project 1 hr  1hr -

GCP Layout 2 hrs - 2 hrs

Flight 35 mins 15 mins 20 mins

Data Processing 12 hrs 4 hrs 8 hrs

Total 15.35 hrs 5.15 hrs 10.20 hrs

The results of this sample project may vary depending upon conditions.

Result: mdMapper1000DG completed its mission is 

less than half the time it took mdMapper1000. Direct 

georeferencing saved the user significant time in the field. 

At the same time, the reduced front and side lap also 

decreased the number of images taken, which drastically 

reduced post-processing time.

Why does direct georeferencing 
matter in UAV mapping?

The mdMapper1000DG 
package includes:

md4-1000
Robust, powerful, stable 

and dependable. Build your 

business on this versatile 

platform.

Sony rx1rii & Mount
42.4 megapixel camera paired 

with a custom, lightweight, 

vibration-free, nadir mount to 

capture the images you need.

Applanix APX-15-L UAV 
Compact single-board 

module with survey-grade 

GNSS receiver and a precisely 

calibrated IMU for mapping.

Charger & Flight Battery
One md4-1000 flight battery 

and charger for maximum 

flight endurance.

mdWaypoint
A flight planning module 

to prepare and carry out 

automated flights with your 

aircraft.

mdLandingAssistant 
Execute automatic final 

approach landing. Conduct 

waypoint missions and 

land with minimal operator 

intervention. 
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Digital Data Link
Conveniently connect your 

microdrones UAV to your 

digital devices.

mdRC
Proven, professional controls 

and telemetry keep you in 

control when you need it 

most.

POSPAC

UAV

POSPac UAV 
Direct georeferencing post

processing software – used to

achieve maximum accuracy 

and efficiency from data 

collected by APX-15 L-UAV.

mdAcademy
Become an expert at flying and 

maintaining your platform, 

to ensure many years of 

successful use.
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1000DG

Dramatically reduce your time spent on projects with 

mdMapper1000DG. Direct georeferencing technology 

allows you to achieve the highest possible level of accuracy 

without using ground control points (GCPs).

• Reduce or eliminate your need to install GCPs.

• Drastically reduce time spent on post-processing and data 

collection, thanks to an impressively decreased side lap. 

• Access hard-to-reach or dangerous sites without risking 

human injury. 

• Improve your efficiency with industry-leading flight times 

and resilience to harsh environmental conditions.

mdMapper1000DG: Collect the data and images you need, all in one site visit.
1000DG

mdMapper200 mdMapper1000 mdMapper1000DG

Flight Parameters Area Covered (@120m) 30 ha. (74 ac.) 60 ha. (148 ac.) 80 ha (198 ac.)

Camera model* Sony DSC-QX10 Sony a6300 Sony RX1RII

Imagery format JPEG RAW + JPEG RAW + JPEG

G.S.D. cm/pixel (@120m) 3.2 cm 2.4 cm 1.6 cm

G.C.P. Yes Yes No

Overlaps (front/side) 80% / 60% 80% / 60% 60% / 40%

Post-Processing Method Aerial Triangulation Aerial Triangulation Optimized Aerial 

Triangulation / GNSS-

Inertial Solution

Orientation Calculated during the A.T. Calculated during the A.T. High precision Sensor (INS)

Position GPS UAV GPS UAV High precision Sensor 

(GNSS)

Accuracy 2.5cm (X,Y) and 5 cm (Z) 

with GCP

2.5cm (X,Y) and 5 cm (Z) 

with GCP

2.5cm (X,Y) and 5 cm (Z) 

without GCP

Advantages Small area mapping Large area mapping • No GCP needed
• Efficient flight planning – 

cover greater areas
• Efficient post-processing 

(EO apriori and less 

images)

1000DG 200  1000

*The current camera models are listed. These may be replaced by equivalent or better cameras depending on availability from the manufacturer. 


